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7 Tips For Managing Your Weight Effectively

1. Control your Mind – Here’s your most important
starting point,,, We all know that our mind ultimately controls
our body. Most of us don’t have the newest or best tools to
manage our mind, which is often why all the best dieting and
exercise in the world ultimately fails.
•A positive attitude is one key requirement.
•Having specific goals, including a target weight, is essential.
•If you have a picture of yourself and can learn to visualize
yourself at your desired weight, you will learn to use your
strength and energy to help you lose weight and keep it off. 
•Staying motivated on a daily basis keeps your positive picture
of yourself in a prominent place to look at every day. Plan and
enjoy a variety of rewards for yourself for achieving your goals
on a consistent basis. 
•Learn how to be patient, persevere and relaxed as you
experience your immediate changes. These are all well-known
ingredients that can be learned simply and quickly while going
forward with your personal goals.
 
To help you with all of the above and even more,
purchase DR. BRIAN ALMAN’S “KEEP IT OFF” PROGRAM.
 
This  4 -CD set by a world authority shows you how to lose
weight, and keep it off, with visualization, meditation, self-
hypnosis and positive psychology techniques. Learning these
techniques will greatly improve your success with weight-loss
and waistline reduction.
 
This program has been developed by Dr. Alman, who
has over 25 years experience, including 15 years with Kaiser
Permanente's weight loss program, helping people “keep it off”.
It can help you find within yourself the power to lose it once and
for all.

http://sleekURL.com/?KeepItOff
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This program comes with Dr. Alman’s personal iron-clad money
back guarantee! Get satisfying results or get a refund.

2. Record What You Eat And Drink. Awareness of what
goes in your mouth is one key at the beginning of regaining
control of your weight. Many of my patients have no idea what
they really eat. We have a pair of small books in the office to
help you with this. The diary lets you record everything day by
day and add up calories and/or carb contents. The counter book
has calorie, carb and fat content for any food you might eat as
well as for all the major fast food franchises. Check out what
eating at MacDonald’s puts on your waistline.

3. Understand The Mathematics Of Weight. One pound
of fat contains 3500 calories of stored energy. To burn fat off,
you must eat less food calories than your body requires. Your
body, on average, requires about 10 calories per pound per day
to maintain its weight. So if you weigh 250 pounds, you need
about 2500 calories daily. If you weigh 150 pounds you need
1500 calories. If you eat more calories than your body requires,
it will store the extra as fat. So if you eat 4000 calories per day,
you could eventually reach 400 pounds in weight. If your desired
weight is 150 pounds, then you must eat less than 1500 calories
to get to your goal. These are average numbers and if you have
“a slow metabolism”, they may vary. Read tip 5 about exercise.

4. Control Your Carbohydrates – that’s sugar and starch.
Dr. Atkins was right: excess sugar intake builds excess fat,
especially around your middle. Where he was a bit wrong was in
believing that the majority of people can eat very low amounts
of carbohydrates for years. My experience with using his diet
with patients has always been rather negative. Very few people
will stay on very low carbohydrate diet for 6 months. So I advise
my patients to reduce their carbohydrates to a more reasonable
level that will still support fat burning. Counting and controlling
carbohydrates is easier than counting every calorie you eat.

5. Use An Effective Exercise System To Burn Fat – the
best system in my experience is Dr. Al Sears” PACE© system. Go
to my website www.drsager.com and read the message
entitled “A Pair of Twins” posted on June 25. This is an excellent
example from his book showing why aerobics does not burn fat

http://drbobsager.typepad.com/yhm/2007/06/a-pair-of-twins.html
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as well as his PACE© system. Here is a link to purchase the book
PACE – Rediscover Your Native Fitness. The book is on the
left hand side of his website. This system will help burn fat and
build muscle with only 15-20 minutes daily exercise, which is
key to restoring your metabolism to a fat-burning energetic
level.

6. Appetite Control- avoid the many over the counter products
that claim to control appetite, such as Hoodia. It is very hard to
know if you are getting an adequate dose to work. Most products
have few if any controlled human studies done by researchers
with no connection to the company promoting the product. You
can control your appetite with certain amino acid supplements
that increase the neurotransmitters in your brain that control
appetite. I recommend a product called D5 Extra that can help
improve your appetite control in a natural safe way. There are
certain medications that I also use that can help control
appetite. I’ll be glad to discuss these with you during an office
appointment.

7. Stimulate Your Fat Burning, Not Your Fat Storage.
If you eat more than 100 grams of carbohydrates in a day, you
will likely turn on fat storage and steal calories that you could
have used for energy. Then you will eat extra calories, often
sugar, trying to build your energy. If you turn on fat storage, it
stays on for 4-5 hours. When you use Dr. Sears’ PACE -
Rediscover Your Native Fitness, you can stimulate fat
burning better than with any other exercise I’ve seen. If you
turn on fat burning with his system, it will stay on for 4-5 hrs,
releasing stored calories from fat that you can use for energy. In
addition, you can also take a supplement I have in the office
called Fucothin©. This is a seaweed extract discovered in Japan,
that stimulates the burning of fat, especially abdominal fat. It
has some ability to also reduce your thinking about food. It is
not a stimulant like ephedra.

http://sleekURL.com/?PACE
http://sleekURL.com/?PACE
http://sleekURL.com/?PACE
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ABOUT DR. BOB SAGER, BSc, MD, DABFM

I am a Board-Certified Family Medicine physician, working in Liberal,
KS since 1997 after practicing 25 years in Ontario. I have had an
interest in complementary therapies, especially acupuncture, hypnosis
and nutrition for over 30 years and I like to integrate conventional and
complementary therapies for the best outcomes with my patients. This
article reflects my own combination of therapies that have helped my
patients manage their weight better.

Feel free to pass this file around to your friends. It
must not be altered in any way.

To learn more about me and receive more of my ideas on health and
wellness on a regular basis, please go to my website
www.drsager.com and sign up on the left hand side for my free
emails.

DISCLAIMER- These tips are the result of my 35 years in
medical practice. None of the information contained in this article
has been reviewed or approved by the FDA and none of the
statements are intended to diagnose or treat any disease. Nothing is
guaranteed to work 100% for every person. I can not assume any
responsibility or liability whatsoever for what you choose to do with
this information. Use your own judgment. Always consult a health care
practitioner knowledgeable about your health situation and about the
tips mentioned in this article before using them.

THANK YOU
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